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March 23, 1989 POLICY ISSUE secy_e,_oge

(Information)
Fcr: The Commissioners

From: Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director for Operations

Subject: FINDING OF "N0 SIGNIFICANT CHANGE" PURSUANT
TO TFE OPERATING LICENSE ANTITRUST REVIEW 0F
PLANT V0GTLE, UNIT 2

Pyrpo_se: To inform the Comission of a completed staff action.s

Discussion: Pursuant to procedures set forth by the Comission in
delegating authority to the Director of the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the Director of the Office
of Nuclear tiaterial Safety and Safeguards, as appropriate,
the Director of the Office of Nuclear Peactor Regulation
has made a finding that no significant antitrust changes
have occurred since the previous antitrust operating
license review of Plant Vogtle, Unit 1.

The Director's finding was published in the Federal Register
on March 2, 1989 and provided for requests for reevaluation
of the finding by March 17, 1989. A request to reevaluate
(Request) the Director's finding was received from Oglethorpe
Power Corporation (Oglethorpe) on March 17, 1989. Coments
in opposition to Oglethorpe's Request were also received on
the last day of the filing period from the Municipal
Electric Authority of Georgia (MEAG). Georgia Power
Company (GPCo) submitted a reply to the filings received in
this proceeding on March 21, 1089. All of the parties
involved in this proceeding, i.e., GPCo, Oglethorpe anc'

. CONTACT: MEAG are co-owners of Plant Vogtle.
*
27 Pursuant to Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,

as amended and the Comission's Rules and Regulations, the
staff is required to conduct an antitrust operating license
review to determine whether or not "significant changes"
have occurred in the licensee's activities since the
construction permit review. The Comission, in its Summer
decisien (13 NRC 862 (1981)), interpreted its significant
change responsibility and delegated the authority to make
"significant change" determinations to the staff -- as noted
supra. In Summer, the Commission also set forth a definite
set of criteria the staff must follow in making the

~

determination of whether or not a "significant change" has
-

- occurred. The change or chances, " . . 1) must have occurred
g ] q [ - ince revious antitrust ieview of the licensee (s); pfD
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2) are reasonably attributable to the licensee (sp and
3) have antitrust implications that would likely warrant .
some form of Comission . remedy." The staff applied these
criteria and procedures established by the Comission for
dealing with "significant change" determinations in reaching
its " Finding of No Significant Change" for Plant logtle,

o Unit 2 (Vogtle 2 Finding).

The concerns raised by Oglethorpe in its request to the
Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to
reevaluate the Vogtle 2 Finding were also analyzed under
the' criteria established by the Comission in Sumer. The
staff has determined that Oglethorpe's Request en Fioc
addresses concerns that do not represent changed activity-
by the principal licensee, GPCo, but represent accusations.
of non-compliance by GPCo with antitrust license conditions

.;

that are attached to GPCo's Plant Vogtie and Hatch 2
licenses. As a result of its reevaluation, the staff has
determined that the criteria established by the Comission
in Sumer for making an affirmative significant change
determination have not been met. The information provided
by Oglethorpe does not identify any new competitive concerns
that were not apparent and addressed Turing the antitrust
review which was completed at the construction permit stage 4

in the mid-1970's. Consequently, the initial criterion
requiring the changed activity to have occurred since the
previous antitrust review at the construction permit
stage -- in this instance, since the Plant Vogtle, Unit 1
operating license review -- is the governing criterlon for
purposes of reevaluating Oglethorpe's request. The
activities addressed by Oglethorpe seem to be attributable
to GPCo (second criterion) and the activities, if substan-
tiated, would likely warrant Comission remedy (third
criterion) -- albeit a remedy in the form of an enforcement
proceeding requiring compliance with existing license
conditions. (The comments submitted by both.GPCo and itEAG
oppose any reevaluation of the Director's Vogtle 2 Finding
and suggest that the issues raised by Oglethorpe be addressed

'
,

in the form of a compliance proceeding to determine whether,

the accusations raised by Oglethorpe have merit.)

The Vogtle 2 Finding has been reevaluated by the staff, as
requested by Oglethorpe, and a determination has been made
not to change the finding. The staff, however, will
expeditiously pursue the concerns raised by Oglethorpe in
its request for reevaluation and proceed with the procedures
in place for addressing non-compliance with antitrust
license conditions.

The Comission's Rules and Regulations (2.101(e)(3)) provide i

for a thirty day period in which the Comission can review
a reevaluation of a "significant change" determination.

|
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The Director has determined that he will not change his-
finding that "no significant change" has occurred. That
finding will.become final 30 days after publication in the
Federcl Register "and only in the event that the Comission
has nBI exercised sua sponte review." Due to the~ exigencies
of the instant situation, the Staff recomends that the

!
Comission exercise its authority to permit the Director's
determination to be considered final when the Director is
authorized to issue a full power license. !

Coordinatg: The finding was concurred in by the Office of the General
Counsel.

'

:= . i

y/N;(l|4[Ik'
'

V4d or Stello, Jr. j
Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosures:
Director's Firding of No

Significant Antitrust Changes '

Director's Reevaluation Finding
Oglethorpe Power Corporation's " Request"
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PLANT V0GTLE, UNIT 2
OPERATING LICENSE ANTITRUST REVIEW

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE

Section 105c(2) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, provides for an
antitrust review of an application for an operating license if the Cownission
determines that significant changes in the licensee's activities or proposed
activities have occurred subsequent to the pre /ious construction permit
review. The Commission has delegated the authority to make the "significant
change" determination to the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
Based upon an examination of the events since the issuance of the Plant Vogtle

Unit 1 operating license to Georgia Power Company, ficTof Nuclear Reactoret al., the staffs of thePolicy Development and Technical Support Branch, Of
Regulation and the Office of the General Counsel, hereafter referred to as
" staff", have jointly concluded, after consultation with the Department of
Justice, that the changes that have occurred since the Plant Vogtle Unit I
antitrust operating license review are not of the nature to require a second
antitrust review at the operating license stage of the application.

In reaching this conclusion, the staff considered the structure of the electric
utility industry in Georgia, the events relevant to the Plant Vogtle Unit 1
operating license review, as well as the events that have occurred subsequent
to the Plant Vogtle Unit I operating license review.

The conclusion of the staff's analysis is as follows:

Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, provides for
relicensing antitrust reviews of commercial power reactors at the construction

permit and operating license stages of the licensing process. The antitrust
operating license review is not intended as a de novo review but is focused
only on those activities of the licensee (s) thaT have occurred since the
completion of the construction permit review.

This concept of reviewing only significant chances in the licensee's activities
at the operating license stage has been appTTed by the staff to reviews of '

multiunit plant applications. For those plants with multiple reactor licenses,
the staff conducts separate antitrust reviews for each reactor when the reactors

' are licensed on a delayed or staggered schedule, i.e., when the reactors are |
scheduled to be licensed eighteen months or more apart.

As indicated supra, the antitrust operating license review of Unit 1 of Plant
Vogtle was completed in November of 1986 and the reactor was licensed in March
of 1987. Unit 2 of Plant Vogtle is scheduled to be licensed in March of 1989
and in light of the two-year lapse since the previous review of the licensees,
the staff initiated a separate antitrust review of Unit 2 -- with the focus of
the review on any significant changes in the licensees' activities since the
completion of the previous review.in 1986.

_ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ . _ . . _ . . _ . - _ _ _.
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The changes in the licensees' activities since the previous antitrust review 1
'

have been.largely the result of policies and agreements that were initiated as
a result of license conditions placed upon the principal licensee, Georgia
Power Company, during.the antitrust construction permit review. The staff
noted in its operating license review of Unit 1 of Plant Vogtle, that the
competitive process in the Georgia electric bulk power industry had 1mproved
markedly. Moreover, the staff attributed this positive change to the .

successful implementation of the antitrust license conditions imposed by the 1

Commission. It was also noted that power systems throughout Georgia and
adjacent states were better able to control their own power supply destinies
by taking advantage of new power supply options and alternatives made
available by a more competitive bulk power supply system.

The staff's review of changes in the licensees' activities since 1986 indicates
that the procompetive effects identified during the Vogtle 1 OL review are
continuing. Various energy exchange agreements among industry players have
been entered into and activated, thereby stimulating more efficient operations
among a wide variety of industry players throughout the southeastern portion of
the country. Georgia Power Company is providing power and energy transactions
to various power systems in Georgia as well as Florida. The integrated trans-
mission system 'that emerged from the Comission's antitrust construction permit ;

review of plant Vogtle in the mid-1970's allows for ownership of portions of i

the Georgia transmis5 on grid by all power systems in the state and thisf

transmission arrangenient has been cited by industry observers as a model for
joint transmission agreements in other areas of' the country.

The staff believes the competitive stimuli introduced during the antitrust
construction permit review are continuing to promote competition and enhance
the competitive process throughout the Georgia electric bulk power market. '

The staff does not believe that there have been any "significant changes"
in the licensees' activities since the previous antitrust review and recom-
mends that no affirmative significant change determination be made pursuant
to the operating license for Unit 2 of Plant Vogtle.

i

Based upon the staff's analysis, it is rqy finding that there have been no )
"significant changes" in the licensees' activities or proposed activities !

since the completion of the previous antitrust review. j
t
.1

I

Thomas E. Murley, Director -

'

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

1

i

- .. _ _ _ ... _ _. -_ ._._._ _. _ _ _ . . . _ ..
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REEVALUATION AND AFFIRMATION OF

NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE FINDING PURSUANT TO

E PLANT V0GTLE, UNIT 2 OPERATING LICrNbE ANTITRUST REVIEW

I

By letter dated March 17, 1989, Mr. Charles A. Patrizia, counsel for the

Oglethorpe Power Corporation (Oglethorpe), submitted comments on and requested |

a reevaluation (Request) of my " Finding of No Significant Antitrust Changes"

(Vogtle 2 Finding) pursuant to the captioned antitrust review which was

published in the Federal Register on March 2, 1989 (54 Feo. Reg, 8852). For

the reasons set forth below, I have decided not to change my Vogtle 2 Finding

of no significant antitrust changes.

BACKGROUND

Georgia Power Company (GPCo) underwent an antitrust review at the construction

permit (CP) stage by the Atomic Energy Commission staff and the Department of

Justice in accordance with Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended. As a result of this review, the construction permit was issued with

a set of antitrust license conditions designed to stimulate the competitive

process in the Georgia electric bulk power market and to mitigate GPCo's..

alleged anticompetitive conduct.

Plant Vogite is a two-unit reactor power station. Pursuant to Section 105c

and Commission's Rules and Regulations, the Director of the Office of Nuclear

Reactor ReQulation issued a " Finding of No Significant Antitrust Changes" for

Unit 1 of Plant Vogtle on November 21, 1986. The staff conducts separate

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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antitrust operating license reviews ~of multiunit production facilities when the

second or successive unit is scheduled to be licensed eighteen months or more

after the previous unit has been licensed. In light of the fact that the full

power license for Plant Vogtle, Unit I was issued on March 16, 1987 and the

full power license for Plant Vogtle, Unit 2 was scheduled to be issued in March

of 1989, two years after the previous review, the staff conducted a separate

operating license "significant change" analysis for Plant Vogtle, Unit 2.

The staff requested updated Regulatory Guide 9.3 information from all of the

licensees and reviewed the data submitted in conjunction with previous antitrust

reviews of nuclear plants owned by GPCo, i.e., Hatch 2 and Vogtle 1 construction |
i

permit and operating license reviews. After reviewing the recurd in these pro-

ceedings and other pertinent data, I have made the determination that none of the

changes that were identified were significant in an antitrust context -- as

envisioned by the Commission in its Summer decision (see DISCUSSION, infra). As

a result of this review, I issued a " Finding of rio Significant Antitrust Changes"

on February 28, 1989. My Vogtle 2 Finding was published in the Federal Register

on March 2, 1989. The notice provided for filing requests for reevaluation

of my finding within fifteen days of its initial publication in the Federal

Register. As indicated supra, Oglethorpe Power Corporation, represented by
,

counsel, Charles A. Patrizia, filed a request to reevaluate my Vogtle 2 Finding.

Mr. Glen L. Ortman, counsel representing the Municipal Electric Authority of

Georgia (MEAG), also a co-owner of Plant Vogtle, filed comments (Response)

opposing Oglethorpe's request for a reevaluation.

|

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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DISCUSSION

'The Commission delegated its authority to make significant change findings to

the staff end established a definite set of criteria the staff must follow in

making the determination whether or not a significant change has occurred.1

The change or changes, ". . 1) must have occurred since the previous antitrust

review of the licensee (s); 2) are reasonably attributable to the licensee (s);

and 3) have antitrust implications that would likely warrant some form of

Commission remedy." It is within this framework established by the Commission

that I made my initial " Finding of No Significant Antitrust Changas" on

February 28, 1989 and it is within this framework that I have analyzed Oglethorpe's f
l

request to reevaluate my Plant Vogtle, Unit 2 " Finding of No Significant Antitrust ;

'

Changes". !

In its letter requesting reevaluation of my Vogtle 2 Finding, Oglethorpe

requested that I take the following actions:

|
1) ". . . correct the Finding to reflect accurately that 1

the antitrust license conditions have not successfully
and f ully been implemented . . ." and 2) ". . . confirm
and clarify that the antitrust license conditions entitle
Oglethorpe and other co-licensees to immediate and equal
access to the integrated transmission system, and require |

1Georgia Power to implement such transactions."-

1

1The Commission delegated its authority to make significant change findings
to the staff by memorandum dated September 12, 1979. In its Summer decisions
(11 NRC 817 (1980) and 13 NRC 862 (1981)), the Commission outlined the criteria
the staff must employ in making a finding as to whether or not there have been
significant changes (with competitive significance) since the previous antitrust
review.

.

_ _ _ . _ - m __ ____.u_-_ . . _ _ _ _m_ __.-_ __ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ . __-..-m_ _.__.m . _m.-___ _..____ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ - . _ _ _ . _ .. _ _ _ _ m -_..
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A third " request" suggests that I change 'ny Finding of no significant changes

if the license conoitions are not confirmed and clarified as requested. |

The common thread running throughout Oglethorpe's Request is that the principal 1

licensee, Georgia Power Company, is not cc,mplying with the antitrust license

conditions attached to its Plant Vogtle and Plant Hatch, Unit 2 operating

licenses. Oglethorpe cites several instances in my Vogtle 2 Finding that !

represent " factually incorrect conclusions" which have led me to conclude that

the antitrust license conditions have successfully stimulated competition in f

the Georgia electric bulk pcwer market. Even if Oglethorpe were correct in its j

|assertions of " factually incorrect conclusions", which is an area not addressed '

in this reevaluation, the issues and examples Oglethorpe raises do not represent i

issues that are properly addressed in the Commission's "significant change"

operating license review.
i

As I have indicated earlier, the Commission's antitrust review at the operating

license stage focuses on changes since the construction permit review or, in

this instance, since the previous review of the Plant Vogtle, Unit 1 operating

license review. Oglethorpe's Request does not provide information of any

changed activities by GPCo -- unrelated to the implementation of the antitrust.

license conditions -- since the previous antitrust review. Indeed, there may

in fact be problems in the Georgia electric bulk power market as outlined in

Oglethorpe's Request; however, the issues Oglethorpe has addressed involve the

same general concerns relating to GPCo's transmission policies and practices

- _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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that caused the Atomic Energy Commission cnd the Department of Justice to

recommend license conditions at the CP stage that would mitigate GPCo's

markeo power and hopefully stimulate the competitive process in the market (s)

in qJestion. Oglethorpe has identified several instances where it alleges that

GPCc has not complied with its antitrust license conditions. Such conduct does

not trigger a second antitrust review at the operating license stage as

envisioned by Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 , as amended, but
;

such conduct, if substantiated, could form the basis for initiation of a

compliance proceeding before this Commission -- a proceeding that would focus

on GPCo's activities and responsibilities under the license conditions. The

Commission has procedures in place for dealing with non-compliance with
,

antitrust license conditions (cf., NUREG-0970, pp. 13-19). MEAG, also a co-owner

of Plant Vogtle, agrees with this interpretation of Oglethorpe's request for

reevaluation.

MEAG is a joint action agency comprised of primarily municipal electric systems

in the state of Georgia. MEAG owns slightly more than twenty-two percent of
.

I

Plant Vogtle -- ownership that was made available as a result of the antitrust

license conditions attached to the nuclear units owned by GPCo. MEAG, at the
.

time of the CP antitrust review, was faced with many of the same competitive

problems that faced Oglethorpe and other bulk power systems in the state of

Georgia, i.e., access to baseload generation and access to the transmission

grid in Georgia. While MEAG apparently was not privy to the Ogethorpe request

-- they both were filed on the same day, March 17, 1989 -- its response

__
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addressed the princ# pal issues raised by Oglethorpe. MEAG states at page

three of its Response:

"While the Authority submits that any concerns with respect to
transmission access should be noted, they do not require a
reevaluation of the Director's finding of no significant change.
It is consistent with the holdings of the Commission and with
its rules of procedure that the interpretation and enforcement |

of the existing license conditions properly should be addressed
in an enforcement proceeding."

i

The license conditions resulting from the antitrust CP review have been in ,

place ~since.1976 and the Oglethorpe request indicates that Oglethorpe has been i

having compliance problems with GPCo since as early as 1984 (Request, p. 16).

Oglethorpe has had ample time to corae before the Commission to seek redress and

compliance with the license conditions. Moreover, Oglethorpe concurred in both

the 1986 and 1988 Regulatory Guide 9.3 submittals to the staff which specifically
i

requested information from licensees with license conditions pursuant to, "...

actions or polices which have been implemented in accordance with such conditions".

(Regulatory Guide 9.3, Question B.2) Oglethorpe also had the opportunity to I

come before the Commission and respond to Notices pubi!shed in the Federal
|

Register in 1986 and 1988 requesting comments pursuant to any changed

(competitive) activities by Georgia Power Company -- Oglethorpe was silent on
.

all occasions. The staff will pursue Oglethorpe's concerns expressed in its

Request, but not in the context of an operating license "significant change"
,

review -- it is not the proper forum for compliance-related issues.

>

__.__m.-_ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ ~ . - _ _
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For the reasons stated above, I have decided not to change my " Finding of No -

Significant Change" pursuant to the antitrust operatir.g license review of '

i

!
Plant Vogtle, l','i + .?

[ME @
Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

o
I

a
4

,

!

,

I

i
|

|
l
!
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March 17, 1989
1

107995.41979

Mr.-. Thomas E. Murley *

Director,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation ,I

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission i

Washiggton, D.C. 20555 -i

RE: Plant Vogtle, Unit 2, Docket-No. 50-425A; |Antitrust Operating License Review--No Significant- '

Change Finding

Dear Mr. Murley:

Pursuant to the Notice published in the Federal-
Register on. March 21, 1989 relating to the above referenced
Staff Finding,.I am submitting comments and a request for-

reevaluation on behalf of Oglethorpe Power Corporation.- The
enclosed comments request the Staff to correct certain

L factual' matters described in the Finding and, on the basis
of the " complete picture", to confirm and clarify the
Commission's understanding of the applicable license
conditions. If such corrections and clarification are not imade, the Staff.could not properly determine that "no l

significant changes" had occurred since the last antitrust
review.

.,.

By copy of this letter, I am providing a set of these
comments to certain NRC staff and to Georgia Power Company.

|
|

e

e am e>

. . . . - .

!

i
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Mr. Thomas E. Murley
March 17, 1989
Page 2 ,

.

If the Staff would like additional information or
documentation on the issues raised by the Comments, we will
be pleased to respond.

Ve t ly your ,
,

g ..
arj.es A. Patrizia \

cc: F.F. Stacy, President ,

Oglethorpe Power Corp.

A.W. Dahlberg, Chief Executive Officer
Georgia Power Company

Milliam M. Lambe,Sr.
Antitrust Policy Analyst
NRC

Joseph Rutberg, Esq.
Deputy Assistant General Counsel
NRC

i

.

:

.

J. . _

!
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3NUCT.FAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DOCKET NO. 50-425A

PLANT VOGTLE. UNIT 2 -- ANTITRUST
}
fOPERATING LICENSE REVIEW j

f OGLETHORPE POWER CORPORATION'S
COMMENTS'AND REQUEST FOR CORRECTION

OF THE DIRECTOR'S NO "SIGNIFICANT CHANGES" DETERMINATION

i
I

gi Counsel: Charles A. Patrizia
Bruce D. Ryan

' Charles T. Autry Thomas A. Lorenzen
Steven McGee PAUL, MASTINGS, JANOFSKY & WALKER
Jeffrey Stair 1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
OGLETHORPE POWER CORP. Twelfth Floor-
2100 East Exchange Place Washington, D.C. 20036
Tucker, Georgia 30085 (202) 223-9000

1

|

Mark L. Gerchick Counsel 12r Oclethorne Power Corp. |
Dorothy L. Kirkley [
Mary Lee Malcolm-

PAUL,'HASTINGS, JANOFSKY
& WALKER

.

March 17, 1989
~: . -

I
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COMMENTS AND REQUEST FOR. CORRECTION OF s

THE DIRECTOR'S NO "SIGNIFICANT CHANGES"
DETERMINATION (DOCKET NO. 50-42sA)

Oglethorpe Power Corporation ("Oglethorpe")

submits these comments pursuant to the Federal Reaister

notice announcing the proposed antitrust. finding of the-

- Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

(" Director") in relation to Unit 2 of Plant Vogtle (the

" Director's Finding"). Oglethorpe requests that the

Director reexamine the factual and legal basis of the
.(

finding that no "significant (antitrust) changes" in the

licensee's activities or_ proposed activities have occurred

subsequent to the previous antitrust operating.licens6

- review of Unit 1 of Plant.Vogtle. The Director's Finding
.

was published at 54 Fed. Reg. 8852 (March 2, 1989) (Docket- 1

INo. 50-425A)'.1/
<

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Oglethorpe requests the following specific

actions:

1. The Director should correct the Finding to

reflect accurately that the antitrust license conditions~

have-not successfully and fully been implemented by the

1/ This submission is intended to constitute " comments"
and a " request for reevaluation" in response to the

Commission's March 2, 1989 Federal Racister notici, 7.". . _

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.101.

.

--------u- - - - - - . - _ _ . _ _ - ,
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principal licensee, Georgia Power Company (" Georgia Power"),
1

| and that certain "prc, competitive effects" identified during
'(,

the Vogtle 1 operating license review have not been

achieved.

2. In issuing the Vogtle 2 license, the

Commission should confirm and clarify that the antitrust
i

license conditions entitle oglethorpe and the other co-

licensees to immediate and equal access to the integrated

transmission system for off-system transactions, and require

Georgia Power to implement such transactions.

3. Absent this confirmation and clarification

of thy co-licensees' transmission rights, there is no
adequate basis to determine that there have been no

signif3 cant antitrust changes since the last antitrust

review. j

As described more fully below, recent and

continuing events demonstrate that certain key Staff ;

conclusions concerning Georgia Power's implementation of the

existing antitrust license conditions do not reflect a

comprehension of the " complete picture" of Georgia Power's

activities. Georgia Power has, within the two weeks since

the Director's Finding, contravened assurances it has

repeatedly given regarding the rights of oglethorpe and the

other co-owners of the Georgia Integrated Transmission

System ("ITS") to use the ITS for off-system transactio'ns
. __

e em
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with other power systems. Georgia Power's recent statements

are contrary to the S,taff's understanding and the Justice

Department and Comm'ission i'.terpretations of the existing

license conditions. If these statements in fact represent

Georgia Power's position, serious * antitrust concerns are now
,

raised,

oglethorpe submits that these and other events

discussed in these Comments require reassessment of the

statements in the Director's Finding that "the pro-

competitive effects identified during the Vogtle 1 OL review

are continuing," and, more generally,'that "the competitive

stimuli introduced during the antitrust construction permit

review are continuing to promote competition and enhance the
,

competitive process throughout the Georgia electric bulk

power market." 54 Fed. Reg. at 8852, 8853. Oglethorpe

requests that these findings be modified in light of the

information provided herewith to reflect a " complete

picture" of the licensee's activities, South Carolina

Electric & Gas Co., 11 N.R.C. 817, 830 (1980), and, where

necessary, to restate the legal effect of the Staff's

factual determinations.

Moreover, it is now evident that the antitrust

license conditions originally mandated by the Commission in

1974 are not being successfully implemented in certain key

respects. Indeed, the very meaning of the conditions is

-3-
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disputed among tl+ licensees bound by them. As the

Commission issues a new license, it should ensure that the

parties clearly und'erstar.d its requirer.nts. The

Commission should accordingly make explicit in any Section

105 (c) (2) finding that the license conditions require

Georgia Power to afford immediate access to the ITS by the

co-licensees for off-system transactions with other power '

systems -- including bulk power purchases from out-of-state

and other energy transactions with various power systems in

Florida or other states in the region. The Commission

should clarify that Georgia Power may not preclude the

co-licensees' use of the ITS for such off-system

transactions, and may not continue to use its control over
'

scheduling of ITS usage (including the Georgia-Florida

interface portion of the ITS) otherwise to restrict or limit

the co-licensees' ability to enter into these transactions.

Assuming Georgia Power recognizes and adheres to

this construction of the existing antitrust license

conditions, as confirmed and clarified by the Commission,

there would appear to be no need for a further antitrust

review. In the event Georgia Power continued its present

refusal to implement the conditions, following such.

confirmation and clarification, the Commission could then

take appropriate action to ensure compliance.
.

e em
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Absent confirmation and clarification.of the co-

licensees' rights to ,immediate access to the ITS for off- !
I

lsystem tra.sactions', the commission would not have a

sufficient record basis to make the finding required by-

Section 105(c)(2) that no "significant changes" in the
i

licensees' activities have occurred. The effect of leaving i

lthe meaning of those conditions unresolved would be to
!

permit maintenance of a situation that would raise

substantial questions as to the ability of the co-licensees

to compete with Georgia Power for off-system transactions.

Georgia Power's preclusion of these transactions would

effectively frustrate the co-licensees' ability "to control
their own power supply destinies by taking advantage of new j

power supply options and alternatives made available by a

more competitive bulk power supply system." 54 Fed. Reg. at

8652 (March 2, 1989).

To assist the Director and his staff in this

analysis, Oglethorpe is prepared to provide such further

information, documentation or description as the Staff may

need. oglethorpe also hereby requests an opportunity to
i

respond to submissions of Georgia Power and to be present at

any meetings with Commission Staff at which Georgia Power

purports to speak on behalf of all co-owners. ,

I

.

?!. . _
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I. THE EXISTING ANTITRUST LICENSE CONDITIONS WERE |
DESIGNED TO PROVJDE THE CO-LICENSEES WITH 1

"IMMEDIATE ACCE5J" TO THE TRANSMISSION GRID
FOR COMPETITIVE C /F-SYSTEM TRANSACTIONS. q

As the record reflects, Georgia Power underwent a
i

full Section 105(c) antitrust review in connection with its I

construction permit applications for Plant Vogtle and the

operating license for Plant Hatch. During that review, the
,

Department of Justice and the Atomic Energy Commission

("AEC"| identified several instances of anticompetitive

activity by Georgia Power -- instances where Georgia Power

had " abused its market position and its market power at the

I
expense of smaller competing power systems in Georgia,"

including oglethorpe's member systems. 51 Fed.-Reg. ,43253

(Dec. 1, 1986).
"

.A principal concern of the Department of Justice

related to the power of Georgia Power and its parent holding

company, The Southern company, to exercise control over all |
;

transmission facilities in the State of Georgia so as to

grant or deny access to potential competitors and prevent or

impede the development of competitive bulk power supply
i

systems. Esa Department of Justice letter to the AEC,
'

.

August 2, 1972, at pp. 3-9. Specifically included in the

Justice Department concerns were Georgia Power's efforts to
I

.

we

e spe e enge
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restrict access for sales of power into Florida. Id. at 6-

7. .

Af' er extensive negotiations involving Georgiac

Power, intervening power systems (including oglethorpe's I

members), and the staffs of the Justice Department and AEC,
i

Georgia Power agreed to a settlement and a " broad set of 1

l

license conditions designed to mitigate [its)

anticompetitive conduct" (Staff Review at 5) and to

" stimulate the competitive process in the Georgia bulk power i

services market" (51 Fed. Reg. at 43253). This broad set of

conditions provided oglethorpe and the municipal electric

power, systems with ownership participation in Plant Vogtle

and Plant Hatch, and with joint ownership of the integrated i

transmission system that previously had been controlled

exclusively by Georgia Power. The joint ownership of the

ITS and each co-owner's continuing investment in the ITS

were designed specifically to afford oglethorpe and the

other ITS participants the capability of entering into bulk

power supply arrangements with other electric systems and to

provide alternative means for wheeling power of other

systems.

The Integrated Transmission System Agreement |
.

between Oglethorpe and Georgia Power grants each party equal

rights to use the ITS to transmit capacity and energy both

supplied from their own generatir.g plants and purchased from

-7-
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other electric suppliers, for the separate distribution and

sa3e by each party. ,(ITS Agreement i 3.01.) This Agreement

was designed to implement and further the pro-competitive

purposes of the settlement Agreement and license conditions

(id, 5 5.20), providing the "immediate access to the

transmission grid" necessary to engage in competitive bulk

power transactions (letter from Department of Justice to

NRC, April 9, 1976, at p. 3).

The Commission was specifically notified of this

arrangement and its role in implementing the proposed

license condicions prior to the grant of the construction'

permip, by an advice letter from the Attorney General dated
April 9, 1976. As the Justice Department's letter to the

AEC recommending the conditional grant of the Hatch and'

Vogtle licenses stated:

"MEAG and Oglethorpe, in addition to the ,

purchase of ownership in the Hatch unit
'

and Vogtle units, will purchase partial>

ownership of and the use of the high
voltage transmission grid previously
owned and controlled exclusively by the
Georgia power Company. A3 A resvil,
they will have thg capability 21 enter-
ing into bulk power sucolv arrangementsi
with other electric systems. ID
addition, this immediate access 12 tha
transmission grid will orovide alterna-
11y.A sources 12I wheelina arrangements
12r electric systems in Georcia."

Id. at 3 (emphasis added).

.

~

~ . . -
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The co-licensees' rights to use this integrated

transmission system m,ust be consistent with these

fundamental objecti'es of the original AEC settlement. Thev|

L antitrurt license conditions must preserve the co-licensees'
|

capability to engage in wheeling and bulk power supply

arrangements over the ITS and must prevent Georgia Power

| from exercising monopolistic control over transmission

facilities used for off-system transactions to Florida and

other markets. The Commission Staff has previously
I

recognized that such off-system transactions by Oglethorpe

provide a " competitive option" that was not open to

ogletporpe " prior to the settlement agreement and the
accompanying ITS agreement."2/

II. THE FACTS DO NOT SUPPORT THE STAFF'S CONCLUSIONS
THAT THE ANTITRUST LICENSE CONDITIONS AND THEIR PRO-
COMPETITIVE OBJECTIVES ARE BEING SUCCESSFULLY
IMPLEMENTED BY THE PRINCIPAL LICENSEE, GEORGIA POWER.

The Finding recites events from which the Staff

concludes that the antitrust license conditions are being

successfully implemented and that the "procompetitive

effects" of those license conditions are " continuing to

promote competition and enhance the competitive process
'l

'

throughout the Georgia electric bulk power market." 54 Fed.

2/ Staff Review, App. A (Vogtle 1 Finding of No
Significant Antitrust Changes) ("1986 Vogtle I Staff

Review"), at 16.
__.

e994m
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' Reg. at 8852-53. Oglethorpe urges the Staff to reexamine

and correct this erroneous view. A fuller review of the

overall facts.and events occurring since the previous

antitrust review demonstrates that the antitrust license

conditions are not being successfully_ implemented by Georgia>

Power, nor are their procompetitive objectives being

achieved.

A. Georgia. Power.Has Recently.' Contradicted
Prior Assurances.to Provide Transmission
Access-for Off-System Transactions.

On the very day the Director's Finding was signed,

Georgia Power refused to recognize Oglethorpe's rights as a

co-licensee to equal access to the integrated transmission

system for off-system transactions. This position
1

contradicts repeated prior assu'rances to the Commission

Staff and Oglethorpe.

In its February 28, 1989 letter to Oglethorpe,

Georgia Power now takes the position formally that, under

the AEC settlement conditions incorporated in the ITS

Agreement:

Oglethorpe does not have the right to use
the ITS to transport power to off-system
loads unless and until oglethorpe Power'

has met all contractual conditions
therefor, including owning generating
resources in the state of Georgia

,

~

~:. . -

- in -
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sufficient to satisfy the requirements of
its customers.2/

.

In addition, Georgi ~a Power's-letter states that, onr a

oglethorpe has-satisfied these " conditions precedent to

acquire the right to use the ITS for off-system

transactions," oglethorpe would only have the right to use.

essential interconnection points between the ITS and other

systems on'a "first come, first served" basis to be

determined by Georgia Power.1/ As a result, oglethorpe

would not have equal access commensurate with its ownership

share, and Georgia Power would continue effectively to

contrp1 the use of the. Georgia-Florida interface.
,

In a further letter to oglethorpe on March 15,
'

1989, Georgia Power has purported to clarify any

" misunderstanding" as to its position regarding the asserted

"self-sufficiency" condition. Georgia Power now asserts

that oglethorpe "can become self-sufficient by acquiring

reliable, firm bulk power ID Georaia through contractual

power purchases as well as through the actual ownership of

2/ Letter from A. W. Dahlberg, President, Georgia Power
Company, to F. F. Stacy, President, oglethorpe Power.

Corporation (Feb. 28, 1989) at p. 3.

A/ Id.
.

~:..

- 11 -
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generating facilities."1/ Nonetheless, Georgia Power

continues to assert that Oglethorpe has no right to use the

ITS to sell power off-system until it attains "self-

sufficiency" in the manner acceptable to Georgia Power.

Moreover, Georgia Power's revised position would

specifically preclude Oglethorpe from becoming "sel'-
sufficient" by purchasing power from outside the State of

Georgia -- a restriction that would resurrect one of the

principal original antitrust concerns of the Department of

Justice. !

Georgia Power's recent statements are contrary to

assurgnces previously made both to the Commission staff and
fto Oglethorpe on this subject. In October 1983, for

l'

example, Georgia Power told the NRC staff that " participants >

in the ITS use that system for delivery of power from the !
1

Company and power generated from self-owned resources, And

gan ugg thg IIS iqr off-system transactions."1/ Georgia

Power made the same representations to Oglethorpe
I

immediately prior to Georgia Power's submission to the (
!

Commission. In an October 12, 1983 letter to Oglethorpe, i

1/ Letter from A. W. Dahlberg to F. F. Stacy (March 15, 1

1989) at p. 2 (emphasis added).-

1/ Georgia Power Response to Regulatory Guide 9.3 (Oct. 14, '

1983) at pp. 16-17 (emphasis added).
~

1

~

T.~. . _
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Georgia Power expressly agreed that Oglethorpe "11 D21

restricted by the PR-J Tariff, c: ADy contractual
!

relationship between th3 carties, from makinc off-system

sales, including Unit Power Sales,.and that (Georgia Power) ;

will work with [Oglethorpe) to resolve any operating,

scheduling or dispatching arrangements required to
1

facilitate such sales in a timely fashion."2/ On the basis

of Georgia Power's assurances, Oglethorpe filed a response

to Regulatory Guide 9.3 concurring in Georgia Power's

statements regarding transmission access.

Georgia Power made similar assurances to the

Commission staff and to Oglethorpe during the Vogtle Unit 1

operating license review in 1986. An August 11, 1986 letter

from Georgia Power to the Commission staff specifically

confirmed Oglethorpe's right to use the ITS for off-system

transactions with Florida power systems:

Concerning oglethorpe Power Corporation's
sale to Seminole Electric Cooperative in
Florida, I would like to confirm that
access by Oglethorpe Power Corporation to
transmission owned by Geor[g)ia Power
Company is not an issue because of the
Integrated Transmission System Agreement,
which allevs ecual access hy each earty is

.

|

2/ Letter from A. W. Dahlberg to Stan Hill (Oct. 12, 1983)
(emphasis added). !

-

T. . . _

- 13 -
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tha transmission facilities 21 thg other |
carty.3/

!.

The Georgia Power letter enclosed a copy of ,he scheduling

services agreement applicable to the Oglethorpe-Seminole

transaction, and further represented that " Georgia Power

Company has 41so committed to Oglethorpe Power Corporation
!

to develop a scheduling services agreement that would be j

applicable to other off-system transactions."2/

On the basis of these assurances, the Director )

issued the 1986 finding of "no significant (antitrust)

changes" in the licensees' activities and issued the Vogtle

Unit A license. Egg 51 Fed._ Reg. 43253 (Dec. 1, 1986).

Georgia Power has not abided by these commitments.

Georgia Power has now flatly stated that Oglethorpe has no

present right to use the ITS for off-system transactions. -

Georgia Power's ongoing refusal to permit Oglethorpe access
i

vill effectively preclude Oglethorpe from competing fairly !
I

and effectively with Georgia Power and Southern for off-

A/ Letter from Robert P. Edwards, Jr. to William Lambe, I
JPlanning and Program Analysis Staff, Offico of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation, NRC (Aug. 11, 1986) (emphasis added).

2/ Id. The letter thus confirmed previous Georgia Power
representations to the Commission in February 1986

plainly suggesting that execution of any "necessary"
scheduling agreements regarding off-system transactions was i
imminent (Georgia Power Response to Regulatory Guide 9.3, |
Feb. 24, 1986, at p. 9). In fact, despite continuing j
efforts by Oglethorpe, Georgia Power has failed to conclude

'

such an agreement. Egg pp. 16-23, infra.
' ::..-
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system transactions to Florida and other markets. Georgia

Power's refusal is in, consistent with Oglethorpe's rights to
full and equal use of the ITS under '.ne AEC Settlement

Agreement and License conditions and Oglethorpe's ITS

Agreement with Georgia Power implementing those conditions. ;

B. The Staff's Specific Findings of
Continuing "Procompetitive Effects"
Are Not SueDorted By the Facts.

The Director's Finding concludes that there has

been a successful implementation of the antitrust license

conditions, such that " power systems throughout Georgia and

1

adjacent states [are) better able to. control their own power

supply destinies by taking advantage of new power supply

options and alternatives made available by a more
.

competitive bulk power supply system." 54 Fed. Reg. at

8852. The Director has further found that "the pro-

competitive effects identified during the Vogtle 1 OL review

are continuing." Id. According to the Staff Review

"[t]hese changes have involved allocation and transport of

wholesals power and energy throughout the state of Georgia

and adjacent states." (Staff Review at p. 6.)

These findings do not appear to be based on full

and complete information concerning the actual extent of

Georgia Power's implementation of existing antitrust license

T._

- 15 -
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conditions. In order to provide the Staff with a more

complete picture of.t,he events. described in these findings,
Oglethorpe provides'the following-additional information

L 12/:

1. Based on Georgia Power's assurances during

L the Vogtle Unit 1 licensing review, oglethorpe made diligent-

efforts to negotiate a generic scheduling agreement to

facilitate-off-system: transactions. However, Georgia Power
,

has delayed and stymied these efforts since they began in

early.1984. As a result, there have been only two off-

systep. transactions by oglethorpe -- to Seminole Electric
Cooperative in Florida in 1986 and 1988 -- notwithstanding

Georgia Power's apparent previous recognition of-

oglethorpe's right to engage in such transactions over the

ITS as far back as' october 1983.

2. Georgia Power's persistent refusal to enter

inte ! generic scheduling' agreement has effectP'ely

precluded oglethorpe from competing with Georgia Power for

other off-system transactions. In a number of specific

proposed transactions, oglethorpe has determined from.

12/ oglethorpe is prepared to furnish further detailed
information and documentary evidence of these events,

at the Staff's request.
' ::..-
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discussions with off-system customers and suppliers that

the transactions coul,d not be consummated without clear-
assurance of Oglet'iorpe's right to use the ITS for off-

system transactions and the avai3 ability of an appropriate, !

generic scheduling agreement. As a result, Oglethorpe and

its customers and suppliers have had to forego these

commercially advantageous transactions. Thus, contrary to

the Staff's assumption, Oglethorpe has been denied the

opportunity successfully to " control its own destiny" in the

competitive bulk power market.

3. The specific " wholesale power developments",

reviewed by the Staff do not in fact represent pro-

competitive effects of Georgia Power's implementation of the+

license conditions, when the complete circumstances are

examined:

(a) Transactions between Oclethorne andi

Seminole. There is, in fact, no energy exchange agreement

("EEA") currently in place between Seminole and Oglethorpe.

Seminole and Oglethorpe have only engaged in two short-,

lived, distinct transactions, nearly two years apart. Both

were extremely difficult to execute, largely due to Georgia

Power's lack of cooperation in facilitating Oglethorpe's use

of the ITS to deliver bulk power to Seminole.
.

'

::.. -
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Seminole initially contacted oglethorpe regarding

the first bulk power sale in early 1984. oglethorpe actively

pursued this opportunity, and an agreement in principle was

eventually reached for oglethorpe to sell power to

Seminole.11/ However, Georgit Power did not execute the

necessary scheduling agreement for the Seminole transaction

until October lo" 12/ It took almost two years of

discussions ar negotiations with Georgia Power for Seminole

and oglethorpe to consummate this transaction, resulting in-

lost revenue to oglethorpe and impairing oglethorpe's 1

customer goodwill and reputation as a reliable source of j

electric power.

In the second oglethorpe transaction with seminole,

in 1988, oglethorpe was also unable to complete the power

sale successfully, due to Georgia Power's interruption of
1

the transmission and delivery. The interruption allegedly

due to operator error was contrary to Georgia Power's own

i

11/ Contrary to the Staff Review, TVA did not supply the
power sold to Seminole in either Gae 1986 or 1988

oglethorpe transactions; TVA was merely a wheeling agent
for the 1988 transaction and was not involved at all in the
1986 transaction.

12/ Georgia Power also insisted on including language in the i

scheduling agreement to the effect that this limited |
transaction was not to serve as "a precedent concerning I

future sales or purchases of other capac3ty or energy
outside the Georgia territory." (Scheduling Services
Agreement between Georgia Power and oglethorpe, Oct. 10,
1988, at p. 2 .08.) -

- 18 -
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"first come, first served" position. In any event, to

e"fect this transaction, Georgia Power insisted on an

encirely new schedu' ling agreement, as well as a "back-down"

provision which it later used to justify other interruptions

of the Oglethorpe transmission. This second scheduling

agreement has also expired, and has not been renewed.
1

Thus, contrary to the Staff Review, Georgia Power f

does not presently act as the scheduling agent for

transmissions between Oglethorpe and Seminole, and does not

"provid(e) the necessary transmission facilities to

accommodate the power flows from oglethorpe to Seminole."

(Staff Review at p. 6.)12/ There is no scheduling

agreement currently in place enabling oglethorpe to deliver

power and energy to Seminole in Florida, dE spite

Oglethorpe's b6st efforts to obtain one.

(b) Enerav Exchance Acreements with AEC and

SMEPA. The Staff's reliance on energy exchange agreements

between Oglethorpe and the Alabama Electric Cooperative,

("AEC") and South Mississippi Electric Power Association

("SMEPA") is similarly misplaced. While these agreements

are representative of oglethorpe's interest and willingness'

12/ In fact, Oglethorpe is already a co-owner of the i
"necessary transmission facilities," and needs only to |

octain an adequate generic scheduling agreement with Georgia '

Power to accommodate such transactions.
__

*G4GM

.
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to engage in off-system transactions, they are not

representative of any,," successful" implementation of the

antitrust lit.ense conditions by Georgia Power. Georgia

Power, despite its assurances to the-Commission, has

declined to enter into. precisely the generic scheduling

agreement which is necessary to " activate" the arrangements

with AEC and SMEPA.

The Staff Review suggests that these agreements

have not been activated only because Georgia Power "has'not

been asked to schedule power flows over its facilities . "
. . . .

(Staff Review at pp. 6-7.) In fact, Oglethorpe has been

unably to consummate off-system transactions under.these-
agreements as a proximate result of Georgia Power's refusal

to recognize Oglethorpe's right to use the ITS for off-

system transactions and to enter into an appropriate generic

scheduling agreement. One such proposed energy transaction

had to be aborted in October 1987, for example, because

Oglethorpe was unable to assure AEC that it could transmit

the energy that AEC had purchased.

(c) Georcia Power Sales to Florida. There is

no'"procompetitive" effect from Georgia Power's own-

participation in additional unit power sales to Florida

utilities, representing a 98 megawatt increase in service to

Georgia Power's existing unit power customers (Staff Re iew

-20-
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at 7). Rather, such a transaction will only further block

oglethorpe's access tp the essential Georgia-Florida

interface for compe' ting off-system transactions,

particularly given Georgia Power's recently asserted "first

come, first served" position. These transactions will thus

only increase Georgia Power's dominance of the Georgia-

Florida interface and, consequently, its dominance in the

supply of powel and energy to Florida utilities.11/

|

|

(d) Rocky Mountain Pumoed Storace Proiect.

The Staff Review cites Oglethorpe's purchase of a majority

interpst in the Rocky Mountain Pumped Storage Project from i

Georgia Power as furthering oglethorpe's goal of attaining

"self-sufficiency" by the early 1990s.12/ While the

purchase of Rocky Mountain demonstrates Oglethorpe's-

1Af With the acquisition of the Savannah Electric & Power
Co. ("SEPCO") in March 1988, The Southern Company

(Georgia Power's parent) also can now transmit power from
the Carolinas into Florida without using the ITS or the
Georgia-Florida interface. Because SEPCO's transmission
lines have not been dedicated to the ITS by Southern, the
SEPCO acquisition hac the potential for further reducing
opportunities for competitive, off-system sales to Florida.
(Egg aenerallt Staff Review at 3, 6.)

11/ To clarify the record, Oglethorpe's plan for "self-
sufficiency" is not limited to " generating" self-

sufficiency (Staff Review at 7). Oglethorpe intends to
become "s elf-sufficient" both through acquiring its own
generating resources and through purchases of power from
other scurces.

.

^: . - '
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continuing fulfillment of its commitments under the license

conditions, oglethorpe'r ownership interest in such
,

facilities alone -- without the benefit of the " marketing

tools (i e.., transmission access) provided by the

settlement agreement" (51 Fed. Reg at 43254) -- cannot
bring about the successful implementation of the antitrust

i
license conditions. Under Georgia Power's construction of '

the license conditions, Oglethorpe is precluded from selling

power generated from its own facilities (including Rocky
]

Mountain) to off-system purchasers until it reaches energy

"self-sufficiency" and is precluded from using off-system
|

soureps for pumping energy.

In sum, while the Staff asserts that "[v)arious

energy exchange agreements among industry players have been

entered into and activated, thereby stimulating more

efficient operations among a wide variety of industry

players throughout the southeastern portion of the country"

(Staff Review at 9), in fact Georgia Power (and its parent,

The Southern company) are essentially the 2H12 Players in

the transmission of power and energy into Florida.15/

Georgia Power is using the ITS, which is owned by all the

11/ Egg, e,q,, correspondence between Cajun Electric Power
Cooperative, Inc. and the NRC regarding competitive

concerns relating to The Southern Company (Cajun to NRC, I
June 15, 1988; NRC to Cajun, July 18, 1988). !

. . . . _ .
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. parties and is an essential procompetitive mechanism under

theLSettlement-Agreement, principally for its benefit in.
-these off-system ma'rkets.

The energy exchange agreements cited by the Staff-

.have'not been activated. Nor has Georgia Power been willing-

'to enter.into a generic scheduling agreement to facilitate

off-system transactions by its co-licensees. As a result,

other " industry players" in the Southeast (including the co-

licenseen) have not had a fair opportunity to participate in

competitive transactions in these markets, and customers |

wishing to purchase power and transmission services are

deprived of competitive alternatives to Georgia Power and

' Southern.

III. GIVEN THE PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES, THE DIRECTOR
SHOULD CORRECT THE FACTUAL CONCLUSIONS IN THE 3

5 105 (c) (2) FINDING, AND THE COMMISSION SHOULD 1

FURTHER CONFIRM AND CLARIFY THAT THE CO-LICENSEES .)
'

ARE ENTITLED -TO IMMEDIATE USE OF THE INTEGRATED
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM FOR OFF-SYSTEM TRANSACTIONS.

l

The foregoing discussion demonstrates that the

Director's Finding of No Significant Antitrust Changes
4

contains erroneous factual assumptions and conclusions which

are not supported by the record. If the Commission corrects

these factual assumptions, clarifies the co-licensees'

rights to immediate access to the ITS for off-system

transactions, and obtains assurances from Georgia Power that

|=._.

;
.
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it will comply with those conditions, then the license may I

issue promptly. It i,s not in Oglethorpe's interest to deley .,

I,

the license, but ra'ther to be sure the Commission is fully i
'

1

informed and properly exercises its authority.

The Commission plainly has the authority to take

these steps. In the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station series
J.

of cases -- South Carolina Electric & Gas Comeanv, 11 N.R.C.

817 (1980) (" Summer I"), South Carolina Electric & Gas

Comoany, 13 N.R.C. 862 (1981) (" Summer II"), and Central

Electric Power Cocoerative. Inc., 14 N.R.C. 787 (1981)
,

(" Summer III") -- the Commission denied a petition

requepting a "significant changes" determination, while
i

clarifying a licensee's transmission obligations, under

circumstances similar to those presented here.
,

The petitioner in Summer (Central Electric) had

requested that a "significant changes" determination be

made, inter alia, on the basis of the license applicants'

refusal to wheel power on a reasonable basis. In

concluding that Central Electric had the right to wheel

power over the applicants' transmission system on a

reasonable basis, the Commission both: (1) construed a

" Power System Coordination and Integration Agreement"

between Central Electric and the applicants to permit

Central Electric to wheel power over the applicants'
.

* :: ...

- 24 -
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. lines;12/ and.(2) recognized that one of the applicants had j

. stated in its submiss, ions to the Commission that it "ha(d)
.

given Central its a'ssurances that it will wheel power.": )

Summer II, 13 N.R.C. at.070.
,

As a result of these specific assurances, the q

i
commission Staff concluded that "the Agreement basically l

gives Central what it sought in its Petition," and that the'
.

!

criteria for a "significant change" requiring a second-'

antitrust review were therefore not satisfied. 'M. The |

Commission agreed and found no need for a further antitrust
.|.I review, having successfully clarified and reaffirmed j

Centrpl Electric's wheeling rights. M. at 879.

Confirmation and clarification of Oglethorpe's
|

) . rights under the license conditions and ITS Agreement here [

is similarly within the scope of the Commission's

authority, and is the appropriate mechanism for resolving

8 the current dispute between Oglethorpe and Georgia Power

regarding transmission access. Moreover, the Commission

Staff has the " obligation to comprehend the complete-

r picture when it advises, or . initially determines,. .

whether or not there have been significant changes." summer

.

12/ The Commission later noted that, while this Agreement
was in the form of a voluntary agreement between the |

parties, it was as broad in its remedial effect as any j
license conditions that the Commission might otherwise have 1

imposed. Summer III, 14 N.R.C. at 791. d

*

!.~. ..

-- . . - .
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1, 11 N.R.C. at 830. Thus, to the extent that the
j

~

~ Director's Finding is, based on erroneous conclusions and

incomp1'ete factual''nformation, the Staff is required to ji

examine and describe the true situation. |
t

As oglethorpe has shown above, the antitrust- I

license conditions and ITS Agreement are intended to grant

oglethorpe and the other co-licensees "immediate access" to

the ITS, and to " stimulate the competitive process" in the

bulk power services markets. Oglethorpe has.also shown that,

contrary to the Director's Finding, Georgia Power is not

implementing the license conditions in a manner consistent

with phase purposes and objectives. Appropriate
l

clarification of the license conditions and ITS Agreement, I

and correction of the erroneous factual conclusions I

|
underlying the~ Director's Finding, are therefore required.

IV. ABSENT APPROPRIATE COMMISSION ACTION ON
THE CO-LICENSEES' TRANSMISSION ACCESS RIGHTS,
THE STAFF WOULD LACK A BASIS TO DETERMINE THERE
HAVE BEEN NO SIGNIFICANT (ANTITRUST) CHANGES.

Absent confirmation and clarification by the

commission of the co-licensees' rights to full and immediate
.

access to the ITS for off-system transactions, the

Commission could not properly make a finding that no

"significant (antitrust) changes" in the licensees' -

~ ' . . -.

- 26 -
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activities have occurred. If the existing antitrust license

conditions do not address Georgia Power's preclusion of the

co-licensees' access to 'he ITS, a situation inconsistent

with the antitrust laws would be maintained.

The existi.1g license conditions were designed

specifically to alleviate the Juttice Department and AEC

concerns "over Georgia Power's dominance in generation and

transmission capabilities in the state of Georgia and the

apparent abuse of this market power at the expense of and to

the detriment of smaller power systems and the competitive

process in the Georgia electric bulk power supply industry."

(1986,Vogtle I Staff Re';iew at p. 8.) The license I

conditions thus were designed to assure that Oglethorpe and

the other co-licensees had immediate access to the ITS for

the transmission of power for on- and off-system sales for

both bulk pouer succiv and wheelina. The Commission Staff

specifically recognized this in its 1986 Vogtle I review:

AD examele 21 off-system usace 21 the ITE
IDV.QLY_t1 A crocosal by Oclethoree 12
transfer enercy 12 thg Seminole Electric
Coceerative, Inc. (Florida) II23 Plant
Scherer. Although this agreement has not
been finalized Georgia Power has agreed
to schedule Oglethorpe's energy to the

,

Georgia-Florida border where Florida Power
Corporation will in turn transmit the
energy to Seminole. Thia 1Y22 Si
transaction EAF D21 A someetitive ootion
221D tg Oclethorng pri2E 12 thg settlement .

..

s . . . .

- 27 -
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acreement And thg accompenvina IIS |
acreement.

[ -Id. at 16_(emphasis added).

The co-licensees would presently be'forectosed_from
-

'

this " competitive option" envisioned by the Commission inH

1986 under Georgia Power's construction of-the license

conditions. As noted above, in its recent letters to

Oglethorpe, Georgia Power has stated that: (1) Oglethorpe

does not have the right to use the ITS for off-system sales

unless and until oglethorpe acquires generational or

purchased power resources within the State of Georgia in

excess of its own load requirements; and (2) even after
I

oglethorpe attains such "self-sufficiency," it will only

acquire the right to use the ITS for off-system

transactions on a "first come, first served" basis,

contradicting oglethorpets equal access rights and ownership

interest. These Geovgia Power interpretations of the

antitrust license conditions would deny oglethorpe the

"immediate access" to the ITS which the Department of

Justice considered crucial to resolving its original

antitrust concerns with Georgia Power's past monopolistic

conduct, and thereby effectively preclude Oglethorpe from
,

competing with Georgia Power for off-system transactions to

Florida and other states.

.

::..- 1
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Indeed, Georgia Power's construction of the license

conditions, if left uncorrected, would stand on its head the

fundament 1 procompetitive purpose of the antitrust' license

conditions. As the commission has recognized, the

" marketing tools provided'by the settlement agreement" --

Lust, the ability to enter into bulk power supply and

wheeling arrangements with other power systems -- are

intended to assist oglethorpe and the other co-licensees in

attainina their goals of energy self-sufficiency. 51 Fed.

Reg. at 43254 (Dec. 1, 1986). Energy "self-sufficiency"
.

thereafter cannot be a precondition to using these marketing

tools,. Georgia Power's continuation of this restrictive
)
.l

position on ITS access would severely undermine the original
"

procompetitive objectiv'es of the AEC Settlement Agreement ;

and license conditions. I

1

Under established Commission precedent, a " change )
in the licensees' activities or proposed activities" is

"significant," so as to require a second antitrust review,

when it

(1) ha[s] occurred since the previous
n'ntitrust review of the licensee (s); (2)
[is] reasonably attributable to the
licensees; and (3) ha[s] antitrust
implications that would likely warrant )
some Commission remedy. I

Summer I, 11 N.R.C. at 824; agg also Summer II, 13 N.R.C.

4

at 864 n.3. Georgia Power's newly announced position

.

- 29 -
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precluding transmission access by the co-licensees for
competitive off-system transactions would clearly satisfy

each of these'crite'ia. Neither Georgia Power's |
IFebruary 28, 1989 position statement, nor the other facts
!

regarding its frustration of ITS access, were before the
Commission at the time of its previous antitrust reviews;

1

- these new positions and proposed activities are reasonably ,

attributable to Georgia Power; and there is at the very

least a " genuine likelihood that the outcome of antitrust
review, were it to occur," would be a " greater than da j

minimig" license modification. Summer I, 11 NRC at 835.

Thus, absent confirmation and clarification of thef

co-licensees' transmission rights under the existing license

conditions, the commission could not properly conclude there

have been no significant antitrust changes.11/

i

I
4

l
I

i

13/ The Commission clearly has remedies available to cure
the antitrust concerns raised by Georgia Power's

actions. As the Commission noted in Summer I, "in most
cases it is to be presumed thet the Commission will be able
to tailor some relief." 11 N.R.C. at 839. No such
presumption is necessary in the present case. The i

Commission has already indicated, by imposing the current
license conditions on Georgia Power, that it fully intended

!to cure the antitrust concerns raised by Georgia Power's
dominance in the Georgia electric bulk power industry by
requiring Georgia Power to allow its co-licensees access to
the ITS for alternative transactions. Any further remedial
conditions would merely serve to confirm this intention. i

;. _.

. . . . _
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' CONCLUSION

,

,

For the rocsons ototed in thsso'Commants, the

L Director should correct.his Finding to reflect accurately
that thefantitrust license conditions governing Plant'Vogtle.
hrsve| not.been implemented successfully by Georgia Power

Company, and that certain " pro-competitive effects"
identified during the vogtle Unit 1 operating license review

\
'

have not been achieved. The Commission also should confirm

and clarify .that the antitrust license condi'clons entitle |
i

Oglethorpe and the other co-licensees to immediate and equal

access to the integrated transmission system for off-system

transactions, and require Georgia Power Company to
I

implement and facilitate such transactions.
I Absent such confirmation and clarification of the .

1

co-licensees' transmission rights, the Commission could not

properly determine that "significant changes" of an
antitrust nature have not occurred since the previous

antitrust review.
I

Re fully submi'

ff ,
'
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March 17, 1989

BY HAND

Hen. Samuel Chilk
Secretary
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention:. Docketing and Service Branch
Gelman Building
2120 L Street, N.W.
Lower Level

*

Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Georgia Power Co., et al.; No Significant
Antitrust Changes And Time For Filing Requests.
For Reevaluation. NRC Docket No. 50-425A

Dear Mr. Chilk:

Enclosed please find the Response by Municipal Electric'

Authority of Georgia to Comments by oglethorpe Power Corporation,
submitted for filing today in the above-referenced proceeding.

Sincerely,

[.

/ Glen L. Ortman

Enclosure
cc: All Parties

1
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE

NUCLEAR REGUIATORY COMMISSION 't
1

.

Georgia Power Co., et al.; )'

No Significant Antitrust ) NRC Docket No. 50-425A >

Changes And Time For Filing ) )
Requests For Reevaluation )

'

,

>

RESPONSE BY MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC AUTHORITY OF GEORGIA
TO COMMENTS BY OGLETHORPE POWER CORPORATION

The Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia (" Authority"),
I

co-licensee of Unit 2 of Plant Vogtle,.hereby submits this j

l

response to comments, expected to be submitted on March 17,-1989

in this docket by Oglethorpe Power Corporation ("Oglethorpe"),
i

another.co-licensee of ,such Unit. This response is submitted on

March 17, pursuant to the Commission's notice of the finding of .]
.l

the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation ]

(" Director") on February 28, 1989 that no significant antitrust y

changes in the licensees' activities or proposed activities have

occurred subsequent to the previous antitrust operating license

. review of Unit 1 of Plant Vogtle by the Attorney General and the

Commission. The Commission's notice as issued on March 2, 1989,

54 Fed. Reg. 8852, provides that any request for reevaluation of
,

the Director's finding should be submitted within 15 days, or by

' March 17, 1989.'

The Authority expects that Oglethorpe may submit comments

on March 17, raising certain factual matters in connection with
1

the competitive effects of licensees' activities since 1986. To j

|

.1
1
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the extent that such. comments are, in. fact, submitted, Authority
,

Isubmits the following response in anticipat on.

1. While the Authority cannot respond to the factual basis

asserted by oglethorpe in its comments, Authority strongly| urges
~

that.the operating license for Plant Vogtle Unit 2 be' issued by

the Commission by the end of March, as expected, and.not be

unduly delayed or otherwise deferred due to the matters raised by

oglethorpe's comments.1/

2. The Authority submits that concerns, if any, raised by

oglethorpe's comments he considered in the' context of an

enforcement proceeding of the existing license provisions for

Plant Vogtle. A co-lice'nsee may avail itself of au) enforcement

proceeding under the commission's regulations and procedures.
1

Egg 10 C.F.R. 55 2.201, et sea., and Part 2, Appendix C,
'

generally. It is the Authority's position that, with proper

application and enforcement, the existing license provisions and

conditions for Plant Vogtle are adequate at present to resolve

oglethorpe's centarns, and any alleged violation of such
:

conditions should be treated in the context of a subsequent
1.

enforcement proceeding. Such enforcement proceeding would not,

however, be the cause of a delay of the issuance of the operating

1/ we note that no antitrust review proceeding will be
conducted at the operating license stage absent a finding
that significant changes have occurred since the prior
review, and such changes in order to be deemed significant
must be reasonably apparent. In the Matter of South
Carolina Public Service Authority, 13 N.R.C. 862 (June 26,
1981). Absent such showing, a second formal antitrust
review by the Commission at the operating license stage is j

the exception rather than the rule. In the matter of j
Central Electric Power Cocoerative, Inc., 14 N.R.C. 787
(October 16, 1981).

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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; license, to ~the substantial detriment of all co-licensees of
.

Unit 2.

3. Specifically, oglethorpe may state 'that the conclusions-

relied on by. Staff in support of the finding of no significant ]
i

change do not accurately reflect the recent conditions pertaining

becween oglethorpe and Georgia Power company with respect to,the-

right to transmission access for off-system transactions.

Transmission access is an important and legitimate concern of the

Authority as well. Authority, however, is of the position that

the right to transmission access for off-system transactions.is
.

I

provided'in the. Integrated Transmission System Agreement (the '

,

"ITSA") among the co-licensees. The ITSA was entered into by the

co-licensees in partial fulfillment of the existing license !
|

conditions.

While the Authority submits that any concerns with respect

to transmission access should be noted, they do not require a

reevaluation of the Director's finding of no significant change.

It is consistent with the holdings of the commission and with its

rules of procedure that the interpretation and enforcement of the
'

existing license conditions properly should be addressed in an l
l

enforcement proceeding. !

4. The impact upon the Authority of any delay in the

issuance of the operating license is readily apparent. The net i

Iincrease in monthly fixed and variable costs (or not revenue

requirement) to the Authority for each month of delay of
!

commercial operation of Vogtle Unit 2 is estimated to be at least

$1.2 million. In addition, the increased financing costs to the

.
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Authority'to provide the required additional 1 allowance for' funds

used during construction is estimated to be at least $5.1 million
for each month of delay of commercial operation of Vogtle. Unit 2.

5. By this response, the Authority does not waive any

rignts in connection with the license conditions for' Plant.Vogtle
Unit 2,'and the application thereof to the ITSA.- In addition,

~the Authority reserves the right to supplement its response here,

based upon additional review of the matters in the comments by

Oglethorpe.

WHEREFORE, the Authority urges that, to the extent matters

raised in Oglethorpe's comments are deemed appropriate for

. consideration by the Commission, the Commission take sucli matters

up in the context of a separate license enforcement proceeding

and not delay the issuance of the operating license for Plant- :

Vogtle Unit 2 as a result.

Respectfully submitted,

b. / M /Gw)
'

~~ L. Cliffor$1 Adams, Jr., Eeq, '
Hurt, Richardsor., Garner, Todd

'& Cadenhead
1400 Peachtree Plera Tower*

999 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30309-3999

(Tel. 404/870-6480)
General Counsel to the Municipal

Electric Authority of Georgia,
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inton A. Vince, Esq. I

Glen L. Ortman, Esq.
.

.

Verner, Liipfert, Baxnhard,
McPherson and Hand, Chartered
Suite 700'

901-15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-2301
(Tal. 202/371-6000)

Special Counsel to the Hun,cipald

Electric Authority of Geergia

i

March 17, 1989 '

Washington, D.C.

.
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CERTIFICA''E OF_ SERVICE*

|. I-hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing
Response'by Municipal Electric Authori;.'.y of Georgia to Comments
by oglethorpe Power. Corporation, on eac'. person listed on the
official service list compiled by the Secretary in this
proceeding.

Dated this 17th day of March, 1989 in Washington, D.C.

k l.C0kix.:
''

G n L. Ortman

.
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March 21, 1989

Mr. Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

,

Re: Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Unit 2
Docket No. 50-425-A

Dear Mr. Murley:

On March 2, 1989, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
published a Notice of Finding of No Significant Antitrust Changes
in connection with the operating license for Unit 2 of the Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant. Unit 2 is currently operating under a

The unitlow power operating license issued on February 9, 1989.
will be ready for increased pceer operations on March 30, less
than two weeks from now, and Georgia Power anticipates issuance

-

of the full power operating license at that t ir,ne .
The Notice provided that interested persons could comment on

the NRC's finding within 15 days. On March 17, 1989, comments

were filed by Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia (MEAG) and;
Oglethorpe Power Corporation (Oglethorpe). Both are co-owners
and co-licensees of Plant Vogtle. Georgia Power is in agreement
with MEAG's comments, which concur with the NRC finding that
there have been no significant antitrust changes in the
licensees' activities since the Commission's last antitrust
review. Georgia Power joins MEAG in urging that no delay in the
issuance of the full power' operating license result from
Oglethorpe's comments.

.
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Mr. Thomas E. Murley
March 21, 1989
Page 2

Oglethorpe does not allege that the NRC's finding of no sig-
nificant antitrust changes is incorrect. Nor does Oglethorpe
seek to delay issuence of the license. Oglethorpe Comments at
24. Instead, Oglethorpe asks the Director to (1) " correct the
Finding to reflect accurately that the antitrust license condi-
tions have not successfully and fully been implemented by
(Georgia Power], and that certain 'procompetitive effects' iden-
tified during the Vogtle 1 operating license review have not been
achieved," and (2) " confirm and clarify that the antitrust
license conditions entitle Oglethorpe and the other co-licensees
to immediate and equal access to the integrated transmission sys-
tem for off-system transactions."l/ Oglethorpe then asserts, not
that there has been a significant change, but that absent such
" confirmation and clarification of the co-licensees' transmission
rights," the NRC does not have an adequate basis for its find-
ing.2/

Both in terms of the specifically stated purpose (as noted
above) and the contents of Oglethorpe's comments, Oglethorpe is >
questioning Georgia Power's compliance with existing antitrust
license conditions, not disagreeing with the NRC's determination
of no significant changes. Indeed, Oglethorpe is not asserting
that a significant change has occurred, and it has identified no
such change. The issues raised by Oglethorpe's comments should
more appropriately be considered in an enforcement proceeding,
and are not germane to the instant matter. Accordingly, there
should be no delay in the issuance of the full power license for
Unit 2 resulting from the Oglethorpe comments.

Because a full antitrust review was conducted with respect
to Plant Vogtle at the construction permit stage, another anti-, trust review now is not appropriate unless, under the proviso to
Section 105(c)(2) of the Atomic Energy.Act of 1954, as amended,
"the Commission determines such review is advisable on the ground
that significant changes in the licensee's activities or proposed
activities have occurred subsequent to the previous review by the
Attorney General and the Commission under this subsection in con-.

nection with the construction permit for the facility."'

The Commission has articulated three criteria for a determi-
nation of no significant antitrust change.1/ Under the third

-
,

1/ Oglethorpe Comments at 1-2.

2/ Id.
}/ Section 105(c)(2) " contemplates that the change or changes

(1) have occurred since the previous antitrust review of the
(Continued next page)
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criterion, a " change" is significant only if it would "likely
warrant and be susceptible to a greater than de minimus license
modifications."i/ Oglethorpe has not suggested that it desires i

an antitrust review, and has certainly not suggested a need for a
change, de minimus or otherwise, in the antitrust license condi-
tions. To the contrary, Oglethorpe's request is for confirmation I

and clarification of existing conditions, not changes in condi- ]
tions. Consequently, Oglethorpe's Comments should not affect the i

finality of the no significant changes finding.
The context of the current discussions between Oglethorpe |

and Georgia Power, the treatment of the subject matter by the
current license conditions, and the insubstantial nature of
Oglethorpe's quarrels with the Staff's discussion supporting the
no significant changes finding each reinforce the conclusion that
a delay in licensing because of antitrust issues would be incon-
sistent with both the intent of CongressE/ and the intent of the

,

(Continued)
licensee (s); (2) are reasonably attributable to the
licensee (s); and (3) have antitrust implications that would
likely warrant some Commission remedy." South Carolina
Electric & Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1),
CLI-80-28, 11 N.R.C. 817, 824 (1980).

4/ South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear
Station, Unit No. 1), CLI-81-14, 13 N.R.C. 862, 864 n.3
(1981). .

1/ The clear legislative intent underlying Section 105(c) was
,

that the antitrust review not delay the licensing process.
See H.R. Rep. No. 1470, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970),
reprinted in 1970 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 4981, 4996:

The committee expects and will urge the'

. Commission to make every reasonable effort to''

deal with the potential antitrust feature
under subsection 105c of the bill fully but
expeditiously. The committee anticipates
that all the functions contempl6ted by these
paragraphs would be carried out before the
radiological health and safety review and
determination process is completed, so that

(continued next page)

-
.
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Commission's antitrust review procedures.5/
,

!

Context of Current Discussions With Oclethorpe.

The focus of Oglethorpe's complaint that Georgia Power has
not "successfully and fully . implemented" the antitrust con- ;. e

ditions is the allegation that Georgia Power has taken the posi- |

tion that Oglethorpe has no "present right to use the (Integrated
Transmission System] for off-system transactions."2/ While this
is not the forum to debate Georgia Power's compliance with the
antitrust conditions, a.brief recitation of the underlying facts
will place Oglethorpe's comments in their proper context and show
that Oglethorpe's allegations are incorrect.

Although not identified by Oglethorpe, it is Paragraph 5(b)
of the antitrust license conditionsE/ which Oglethorpe asserts
that Georgia Power is not properly implementing. Under Paragraph
5(b), Georgia Power must transmit power from Oglethorpe off of
the Georgia Territory 2/ under certain expressly stated '

.

(Continued)
1

the entire licensing procedure is not further
extended in time by reason of the added anti- ;

trust review function.
1

Georgia Power has been issued an operating license for
Vogtle Unit 2. The only question remaining'is removal of ,

!the low power restriction as scheduled.
.

s/ The procedures used by the NRC staff to implement antitrust
review envision that "the antitrust OL reviews for a signif-
icant change finding may be completed 12 months or more
before the operating license is issued." NUREG-0970, Proce-
dures for Meeting NRC Antitrust Responsibilities (May 1985),

; Sec. 3.6. 1
'

,

2/ Oglethorpe Comments at 14.

1/ The antitrust license conditions (the " License Conditions")
are currently appended to the Plant Hatch Unit 2, Plant
Vogtle Unit 1 and Plant Vogtle Unit 2 operating licenses.

9/ The " Georgia Territory" is the area in the State of Georgia
in which Georgia Power, Oglethorpe and other " entities" (as
defined by Paragraph 1(a) of the License Conditions) oper-
ate.

- - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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conditions. Oglethorpe asserts that it should be afforded, and
has been denied, "immediate access" to transmission for off-
syste.m transactions and asks the NRC to " confirm and clarify"
that-such "immediate access" is mandated by the antitrust license
conditions.lE/

The License Conditions, including Paragraph 5(b), resulted
from a negotiated settlement of the antitrust licensing proceed-
ing at the construction permit stage for Hatch Unit 2 and Vogtle
Units 1 and 2. Oglethorpe's predecessor and its members were
parties to this proceeding and settlement. As a result of the
settlement, Oglethorpe and others obtained an ownership interest
in Plant Hatch and Plant Vogtle, partial requirements service, y

and the transmission service rights stated in Paragraph 5.

The License Conditions were implemented in part by the fil-
ing of Partial Requirements and transmission service tariffs in
1975, tariffs which rercin in effect today. For some time,-at
Oglethorpe's request, Georgia Power has been negotiating with >

'Oglethorpe regarding potential power supply t;reements that could
supplement or replace the existing Partial Requirements tariff
and transmission tariff. As these negotiations have evolved,
Oglethorpe has asserted that the existing License Conditions
require Georgia Power to deliver power from Oglethorpe to systems
outside the Georgia Territory without regard to whether
Oglethorpe has sufficient generating resources in Georgia to |

'

serve the requirements of its members. Oglethorpe has aAso
asserted that Georgia Power should dedicate a certain portion of
existing transmission capability to Oglethorpe'ssexclusive use.

In its Comments, Oglethorpe recasts these demands as a4

demand for recognition of a "present right"11/ to conduct off-
system transactions and a related right to "acgess commensurate
with its ownership share."12/ Oglethorpe characterizes theseI

f asserted rights as " equal access" rights.ll/ Oglethorpe wants
-these-asserted rights embodied in what it calls an " appropriate

: generic scheduling agreement."li/
.

10/ Oglethorpe Comments at 2, 31.

11/ Oglethorpe Comments at 14.

12/ Id. at 11.

11/ Id. at 4.

!11/ Id. at 17.

.
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A stumbling block in the negotiations for supplemental or
replacement power supply agreements, including the " generic
scheduling agreement," has been the two parties' differing inter-
pretations of one of the conditions of transmission service for
bulk power exports. Paragraph S(b) of the_ License conditions has
a "self-sufficiency" requirement that limits an entity's use of
transmission for purposes of exporting bulk power; transmission q
may be used to export only bulk power resulting from an entity's '

" excess capacity available from self-owned generating resources
in the State of Georgia." Georgia Power has taken the position |
that the "self-sufficiency" requirement must be adhered to, while
Oglethorpe has advanced positions that Georgia Power believes do
not comply with that expressly stated license requirement.

The transmission tariff, which has been in place and opera-
tional.since 1975, is in compliance with the License Conditions;
Oglethorpe does not assert otherwise. There is no requirement
for Georgia Power to renegotiate the present arrangements. '

Georgia Power neve'rtheless has been willing to' renegotiate, and
been more than cooperative toward that end. In particular,
Georgia Power has agreed that the required self-sufficiency from
"self-owned generating resources" can be satisfied by firm con-
tractual commitments for power (as well as from ownership of
generating facilities). Georgia Power has also gone out of its
way to accommodate individual bulk transactions by Oglethorpe
pending renegotiation. Oglethorpe's two Seminole Electric Coop-
erative transactions fall into this category.

s

Negotiating differences arising in connection with service
arrangements developed under antitrust license conditions do not+

constitute "significant changes" justifying a second, full-blown
antitrust review at .the operating license stagg. If the transla-
tion of negotiation positions into Comments on a no significant
changes finding can threaten the timely issuance of an operating
license, utilities will be deterred from negotiating with each

'

; other, and progress towards potentially beneficial relations will
be stalled. Therefore, it is understandable that, to assure that !

negotiations are properly carried out, the Staff has previously i
relied on the adequacy of the enforcement process instead of j
withholding findings of no significant changes.

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has applied this fprinciple on various occasions in reaching a finding of no eig-
|nificant changes. For example, in Carolina Power & Licht Co.
i(Snearon !!arris Nuclear Power Plant), Notice of Finding of No

Significant Antitrust Changes, 51 Fed. Reg. 4547 (1986),
|

1

!
;

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ |
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CPL's sale of an ownership share in Harris to
-NCEMPA [ North Carolina Eastern Municipal
Power Agency) and the associated service
arrangements [were viewed]'as consisteht with
antitrust conditions contained in other
nuclear power plant licenses, and the trans-
mission service arrangesaents consistent with
its Harris antitrust license conditions.
Althouch negotiations for transmission ser-
vice arrangements between CPL and the North
Carolina Electric Membership Corporation
(NCEMC) have not been completed, any subse-
auent problems that may arise therewith may
be treated under the Commission's rules for
enforcement of license conditions.

Id. (emphasis added).

Similarly, in Mississippi Power'& Licht Co. (Grand Gulf
Unit 1), Notice of Finding of No Significant Antitrust Changes,
46 Fed. Reg. 51,682 (1981), even.the possibility of unsuccessful
settlement negotiations in connection with MP&L's apparent non-
compliance with license con 6itions instituted at the construction'
permit stage did not constii "significant changes'" sufficient
to warrant another antitrust .eriew at the operating license
stage:

hP&L's exercise of its market power in west-
e.n Mississippi necessitated instituting
license conditions at the CP stage of the
Grand Gulf antitrust review. MP&L was con--

tir.uing to foreclose competitive options to
smaller power entities in the area at the
time a notice of violation was issued by the
NRC in May of 1980. In the notice of viola- I

Ition, the staff concluded that MP&L was not
; in compliance with its license conditions !
'

pertaining to transmission services, whole-
sale power services, and ownership participa-
tion in the G and Gulf nuclear plant. How- )
ever, all pretent indications are that MP&L 1

has reversed its apparent policies that occa-
sioned the notice of violation in May of
1980, has essentially reached a settlement j

agreement with the complaining parties, and i
is pursuing acceptance of rate schedules and
agreements before FERC that would bring it

l
i

i
!

-

i
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into full compliance with its license condi-
tions. In the unlikely event that the set-
tlement negotiations or the rate schedule
implementations are unsuccessful, these mat-
ters can be resolved before the NRC in the
present compliance proceedino which will
remain in effect until the matters are satis-
factorily resolved.

No additional remedies will result from a
formal operatino license antitrust review.

Id. (amphasis added).

The foregoing situations illustrate that negotiation dis-
putes arising in connection with existing antitrust license con-
ditions do not satisfy a necessary criterion for "significant

,

antitrust changes," since the " change" will not "likely warrant i

and be susceptible to a greater than de minimis license modifica- {
' tion."'

Georgia Power has expended enormous efforts in developing
potential' alternatives to the current tariffs and in discussing
these alternatives with Oglethorpe. Georgia Power hopes that
these negotiations will continue with each party examining and
proposing power supply options that make operating and economic
sense. Delaying the issuance of a full power license because of
disputes arising in negotiations such as these would be contrary .

l
to the interests antitrust review is intended to foster.

The License Conditions Address Colethorpe's Concerns.
.

-

|

,
Oglethorpe has asked that the NRC confirm,and clarify that

the antitrust conditions entitle Oglethorpe and other co-licen-
sees to "immediate and equal access" to transmission for
off-system transactions. Georgia Power submits that such a clar-u

l ; ification is inappropriate in the context of a no significant
,

! changes finding, and properly belongs in the realm of an enforce-
'

aent proceeding. In any event, it is not clear from Oglethorpe's
commente precisely what is meant by "immediate and equal access;"
if Oglethorpe believes, for example, that "immediate and equal )

l access" means that it need not become generationally
- self-sufficient prior to exporting bulk power, then "immediate

and equal access" would be directly contrary to an express
requirement of the License conditions.

I

!

'

L _ ___ _ _ _
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Oglethorpe's concerns are addrr sed by the existing License
Conditions and no further antitrust Jeview is required. Georgia
Power's transmission obligat 4x . ise -f rom License Condition )
Paragraph 5, which' consists of two parts. The first part,
subparagraph (a), establishes Georgia Power's obligation to
transmit power to oglethorpe and its constituent members:

:

5(a) Ap licant shall transmit (" transmission
service" bulk power over its system to any
entityll or entities with which it is ; inter-

.

connected, pursuant to rate schedules on file
with the Federal Power Commission which will
fully compensate Applicant for the use of its
system, to the extent that such arrangements
can be 6ccommodasad from a functional engi-
neering standpoint and to the extent that
Applicant has surplus line capacity or rea-
sonably available funds to finance new con-

'

struction for this purpose. To the extent
the entity or entities are able, they shall
reciprocally provide transmission service to
Applicant. Transmission service will be pro'
vided under this subparagraph for the
delivery of power to an entity for its or its
members' consumption and retail distr!bution
or for casual resale to another entity for
(1) its consumption or (2) its retail distri-
bution. Nothing contained herein shall
require the Applicant to transmit bulk power
so as to have the effect of making the
Tennessee Valley Authority ('"TVA") or its-

_

11/ The License Conditions define " entity" to' encompass inves-
tor-owned, cunicipal, and cooperative utilities serving the
public in the Georgia Territory. There is no doubt that

: Paragraph 5(a) of the License Conditions and the TS-1 tariff,

(discussed below) provide transmission fo- oglethorpe to use
should it purchase power outside of the Leurgia Territory,
whether it be to provide pumping energy !vr the Rocky Moun-
tain project or for redistribution to oglethorpe's members.
There is no doubt therefore that Georgia Power's transmis-

^

sion service, and the resulting Integrated Transmission Sys-
,

tem, do enable Oglethorpe to engage in off-system transac- 1
2

tions. There is no dispute concerning the right to import
power to the Georgia Territory pursuant to Paragraph 5(a).

i

|
,
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1

distributors, directly or indirectly, a
source of power supply outside the area
determined by the TVA Board of Directtrs'by
resolution of May 16, 1956 to be the area for
.which the TVA or its distributors were the
primary source of power supply on July 1,
1957, the date specified in the Revenue Bond y

Act of 1959, 16 USC 831 n.4. ;

1

Subparagraph 5(b) of the License Conditions addresses the (
obligation to provide transmission to transmit power from i

entities. Because the destination of such power is not ]
restricted, 5(b) provides, within certain limits, for off-system !

1

transactions:

(b) Applicant shall transmit over its system
from any entity or entities with which it is 1

interconnected, pursuant to rate schedules on ,

file with the Federal Power Commissior. which |
'

will fully compensate Applicant for the use ;

of its system, bulk power which results from |
any such entity havina excess capacity avail-
able from self-owned ceneratino resources in '
the State of Georcia, to the extent such |
excess necessarily results from economic unit d

1
sizing or from failure to forecast. load accu-
rately or from such generating resources )
becoming operational earlier than the planned )
in-service date, to the extent that such !

!arrangements can be accommodated from a func-
tional engineering standpoint, and to the> ,

1extent Applicant has surplus line capacity
available, ,

Subparagraph 5(b) (emphasis added). Thus this section requires i
that an entity be generationally self-sufficient before Georgia |
Power is obligated to transmit bulk power off-system.ll/ j

'

,;

11/ This provision ensures that one entity's exports will not
create shortfalls in capacity which must be satisfied by
other Georgia utilities. As reported to the staff in 1983,
Georgia Power's Unit Power Sales into Florida are examples )
of " excess" capacity being exported from the Georgia Terri- i

tory. Transactions such as these are undertaken by )
utilities, and approved by FERC, in order to lower the cost I

of utility service to consumers,

j

- - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J
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A transmission services tariff (TS-1) filed with the Federal
Power Commission (now the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission)
embodies the transmission obligations imposed by the License Con-
ditions.ll/ That tariff includes a standard form contract pursu-
ant to which the parties provide each other with equal access to
their transmission facilities, thereby creating what is known as
the Integrated Transmission System. Section 3.01 of the TS-1
Tariff establishes the extent to which the parties may use the

;

Integrated Transmission System in a fashion that embodies the '

conditions of Paragraph 5 of the License Conditions:

3.01 Use. The parties shall utilire so far
as practicable the Integrated Transmission

l System to transmit capacity and energy j
supplied from their generating plants and to '

transmit capacity and energy purchased from
other electric suppliers under contract

,

therefor, for the separate distribution and
sale of such capacity and energy by the pte-
ties, respectively, each for its own accoun. !

After the Effective Date, each party shall
have the right so to use the Integrated
Transmission System without charge, orovided,
however, that the parties' use of such system
shall not be in violation of the provisions
of Paracraoh 5 of the Proposed License Condi-
tions attached to the Settlement Acreement )t

between the parties relatino to Atomic Enercy )
Commission Docket Nos. 50-366A, 50-424A,

' 50-425A, 50-426A and 50-427A. (Emphasis
added.) i

|*

Section 5.20 of the TS-1 Tariff provides that the transmis- i

sion tariff is to be read within the boundaries of the License !
Conditions:,

Section 5.20 settlement Acreement. The par-
ties have entered into a Settlement :

17/ This tariff was approved by an Order issued by the Federal
Power Commission on February 25, 1977, and has been in i
effect since without change. See Greensboro Lumber Co. v. j
Georcia Power Co., 643 F. Supp. 1345, 1353-54 (N.D. Ga. !

1986), aff'd, 844 F.2d 1538 (11th Cir. 1988). j
i
i

:

,

1

-__ - _--_- - -- - I
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Agreement, including Proposed License Condi-
tions, relating to Atomic Energy Commission i

Docket Nos. 50-366A, 50-424A, 50-425A, 1
50-426A and 50-427A. This Agreement is !

entered into by the parties in partial imple- )
mentation of and is to be construed within i

the boundaries of said Settlement Agreement,
including proposed License Conditions, and
nothing contained here shall be in violation
of said Settlement Agreement, including Pro-
posed Licensed Conditions.

Georgia Power's transmission obligations, therefore, are
implemented by the FERC tariff which creates an Integrated Trans-
mission Systemil/ among.the parties who obtain transmission ser-
vices from Georgia Power pursuant to this tariff.

Although Oglethorpe has contracted for transmission service
'

pursuant to the TS-1 tariff, and thereby participates in the
Integrated Transmission System, it has never contracted for power
pursuant to the provisions of the Partial Requirements tariff.
Instead, it has taken power pursuant (p the Partial Requirements
tariff on an instant by instant basis as such power is needed to
supplement Oglethorpe's other resources. Oglethorpe states that
it intends to purchase power to become self-sufficient, but it
has not entered into any contract to purchase power and does not
assert that it is self-sufficient now.12/ Oglethorpe could also
become self-sufficient by contracting to purchase power outside
the State of Georgia -- and Georgia Power would transmit such
power pursuant to Paragraph 5(a) of the License Conditions.22/

.

11/ These Tariff Sections 3.01 and 5.20 are the contract provi-
sions cited by Oglethorpe in its Comments at 8.

19/ Oglethorpe Comments, at 21, fn. 14.
'

20/ With respect to Rocky Mountain, discussed in Oglethorpe's
Comments at 21, Oglethorpe plainly can purchase pumping
energy off-system. It can also become self-sufficient imme-
diately by contracting for power, if it chooses, and thereby
be poised to export power. Oglethccpe has the power to
enter the Florida market under the License Conditions and
therefore ought not urge a new antitrust review because it
has not exercised that authority. If it claims it has exer-
cised that authority and has been thwarted by Georgia Power,
enforcement proceedings are appropriate.

!
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off-system contingencies must not, however, impair the
reliability of the purchase as the equivalent of a generating
resource-in the State of Georgia.

Georgia Power's interpretation of its transmission obliga-
tions under License condition Paragraph 5(b) is based on the
principle that each utility should bear the burden of its own '

planning mistakes. If a party exports resources off-system while
refusing to accept the risk that its planning might be wrong,
those risks must be borne not only by Georgia Power, but also by
the other Partial Requirements customers. If exported resources
prove to be needed on system, everyone's costs are increased and
reliability may be impaired.

In summary, the existing License Conditions provide for off-
system transactions by all entities, inc.luding Oglethorpe,ll/ and
are implemented by the existing transmission tariff. If
Oglethorpe truly disagrees with Georgia Power as to the proper
interpretation of the License Conditions, the appropriate forum *
is patently not another full-fledged antitrust rcview, but fur-
ther negotiation between Oglethorpe and Georgia Power, and, if
necessary, NRC Staff review of Georgia Power's compliance with
the License Conditions.22/

Even if, as Oglethorpe states, the "very meaning" of the
License Conditions "is disputed among the parties bound by
them,"21/ such issues do not constitute "significant changes" :

i

21/ oglethorpe's demand for dedicated transmission capacity also
is inconsistent with the equality of access provided for by-

these License Conditiono.

22/ See NUREG-0979, Procedures for Meeting NRC Antitrust
Responsibilities (May 1985), Sec. 5.2.3. That section
states that "[t]he staff will enforce such conditions con-

; sistent with the actual wording of the license conditions.
If the meaning of the wording is subject to dispute, such

1dispute will be resolved through negotiation or hearing."
Id., Sec. 5.2.3. See also Houston Lichtino & Power Co.
(South Texas Project, Unit Nos. 1 and 2), CLI-77-13,
5 N.R.C. 1303, 1311 (1977) ("the language in Section 136 [of
the Atomic Energy Act] gives the Commission authority to
initiate a postlicensing enforcement proceeding in the event
of violation of specific antitrust licensing condition").

23/ Oglethorpe Comments at 3-4.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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under 5 105(c)(2) of the Atomic Energy Act. The License Condi-
tions have been before the Commission and the parties throughout
the construction process. They do not rapresent " changes."
Georgia Power has confirmed that Oglathorpe can export power as
Georgia Power does. For example, the Unit Power Sales consist of
capacity which is excess within the meaning of Paragraph 5(b).
Oglethorpe forgets its planning and power supply responsibilities
when, claiming " equal access," it seeks a right to export power
when it has no excess resource available to export. The License
Conditions and the related transmission and power supply tariffs
are a coherent package of rights and responsibilities that make
economic and operating sense. Parts of that package shoald not
be cast aside piecemeal. No " confirmation" or " clarification" of
the License Conditions is needed. Georgia Power recognizes that
it is bound to the License Conditions and is absolutely committed
to their faithful implementation.

The No Significant Chances Findino Is Effective And Properly
'

Supported.

The filing of Oglethorpe's Comments should not affect the
finality of the no significant change finding. While Oglethorpe
quarrels with minor elements of the Staff's discussion,
Oglethorpe does not dispute that the License Conditions have
facilitated its evolution and the evolution of the other Partial
Requirements customers as vigorous competitors of Georgia Power,
and that the continued effectiveness of the License Conditions is
in Oglethorpe's interest and in the public interest. Accord-
ingly, while Oglethorpe states in a footnote that' its pleading is
a request for reevaluation, Oglethorpe does not in fact request
that the Staff find that significant changes have occurred which>

warrant a new antitrust review.

The Staff Reports concerning the evaluation of the power
supply market during the construction of Plant Vogtle Unit 1 and
Unit 2 show a remarkable evolution. Oglethorpe and MEAG have

i emerged as suppliers of bulk power to the numerous rural coopera-
,

tives and municipal systems that once depended on Georgia Power.
Oglethorpe, MEAG, and Dalton own interests not only in Plant
Hatch and Plant Vogtle, but substantial interests in large, mod-
ern coal-fired plants. Oglethorpe's role as the lead owner for
the Rocky Mountain Pumped Storage Project is a remarkable example
of the emergence of new bulk power suppliers pursuant to the
implementation of the License Conditions. The procompetitive
effects of the emergence of the partial requirements customers as
bulk power suppliers -- which have displaced Georgia Power as the
supplier for approximately ninety municipal and cooperative

_ _ .
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systems -- is the central thrust of the Staff Reports. There is
no doubt that these key procompetitive effects are continuing.
Therefore, no correction need be made to the finding that the
procompetitive effects identified during the licensing of Plant
Vogtle Unit 1 are continuing.

Oglethorpe's exceptions to the Staff's discussion are
ect to absence of a concluded " genericinsubstantial. With resp /scheduling agreement,"21' Oglethorpe's subjective view of " equal

access" and of Oglethorpe's present rights indicates why negotia-
tions have been, and will be, time-consuming. Oglethorpe was.
more candid in its February 28, 1989 letter to Joseph Rutberg of
the NRC's Office of the General Counsel, where Oglethorpe ,

attempted to shape the NRC's Notice of Finding of No Significant
Antitrust Changes so that the procompetitive effects of the
License Conditions were minimized. Oglechorpe was unequivocal
with regard to the absence of any significant changes requiring a
new antitrust review: ,

We would suggest that no significant change
has occurred, including no change related to
implementation of the conditions resulting in
further procompetitive environment. There-
fore, . we do not believe that a new. .

entitrust analysis is required (there/ avingh
25been no significant change)

16. at 2. ,

With res to Oglethorpe's ability to " control its own
destiny,"15/ pectOglethorpe has always had the power to become self- ,

'

'

sufficient, but has not accepted the planning risks associated
with self-sufficiency. If Oglethorpe has permitted the develop-
ment of the notion that it lacks control over its destiny, that
is not attributable to Georgia Power. Also, Oglethorpe does not
allege that it asked Georgia Power to assist in implementing 1

'. transactions with AEC and SMEPA.21/ The alleged transaction that'

21/ Oglethorpe Comments at 16.

25/ Id. at 2. I

\
'

2s/ Id. at 17.
27/ Id. at 19-20.

-- 3
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fall through in October 1987 because Oglethorpe failed to provide
adequate assurances shows that Oglethorpe has been aware for some
time of the difficulties with its off-system transactions.
Again, Oglethorpe's February 28, 1989 letter to the Staff is more
candid than its Comments on the topic of significant changes.

The Seminole transactions in fact took place. Georgia Power
disagrees with oglethorpe's characterizations of Georgia Power's
cooperation with Oglethorpe's Seminole transactions. Georgia
Power has worked hard to facilitate the Seminole transactions.
Georgia Power has discussed at length with Oglethorpe the causes
of oglethorpe's various disappointments. Ogleti;ccpe should know
that they did not result from anticompetitive animus. For exam-
ple, Georgia Power agreed to back-up Oglethorpe's sales to
Seminole from Plant Scherer, as shown by 5 1.1(c) and 5 3.2 of
the April 30, 1986, Scheduling Services Agreement.

The staff accurately reported that Georgia Power made its
transmission facilities available to facilitate Oglethorpe's '

Seminole transactions. Oglethorpe's assertion that "Oglethorpe
is already a co-owner of the 'necessary transmission
facilities'"23/ is false. The Integrated Transmission System is
not a discrete, co-owned transmission network, but instead arises
f r%n a FERC tarif f by which Georgia Power and Ogle +horpe contract
to provide each other with access to their facilities on equal
terms. Neither ownership nor system size has anything to do with
access. Oglethorpe and Georgia Power agreed that the transmis-
sion component of each Seminole transaction would be provided
pursuant to Georgia Power's existing transmission service tariff
(see the references to the Integrated Transmission System in
5 5.5 of the April 30, 1986 Scheduling Services Agreement and,

5 2.5 of the June 14, 1988, Scheduling Services-Agreement, both
on file with the Staff). There was therefore no need29/ to nego-
tiate a separate agreement to provide Oglethorpe with access to
Georgia Power's transmission facilities to the Florida border,

28/ Id. at 19 n.12.
'

I

29/ Under Oglethorpe's misconstruction of " equal access," small
utilities could not grow as rapidly as Oglethorpe has pursu- j

ant to the License Conditions. Under the Oglethorpe " ratio"
method of allocating access, there could be a need to nego- ){

* 'tiate an increase in capacity dedicated to a small utility
seeking to sell more than its transmission " ownership share"
could accommodate from a plant. |.

1

|

I
1
l
i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . 1
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since the Ir tegrated Transmission System Agreement provided for
equal access to each party's facilities.2E/

In summary, Oglethorpe's quarrels with the Staff report do i
not attack the no significant change finding in a material way q
and fril to cure the fundamental flaw in Oglethorpe's Comments --

|

that of attempting to misuse the no significant change review |

process as a means to enforce Oglethorpe's interpretations of |License Conditions. Oglethorpe's Comments do not affect the
Staff's ability to recommend, and the Commission's ability to
issue, the full power license on March 30 as planned.

For the foregoing reasons, we request issuance of the full
power license as scheduled, notwithstanding Oglethorpe's Com-
ments.

Respectfully submitted,

-

Robert P. Edwards, Jr.'
Counsel For Applicant {
Georgia Power Company {

!

cc: Joseph Rutberg
Counsel for Oglethorpe Power Corporation
Counsel for the Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia '

Counsel for the City of Dalton, Georgia
e

'
i

I
|

.
. .

!
'

!

l
12/ Oglethorpe does not complain of the expiration of the j

| Seminole agreements by their own terms.

| 4

| \

l

l

- - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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